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Summary 

The dwarf mistletoe, Arceuthobium oxycedri, is found on populations of Juniperus oxycedrus, in central Spain. This species can have negative 
effects on the physiology of its host, including mortality. Understanding the mechanisms that control its distribution and dispersal is criti
cal to assessing its potential for spread. We assessed dwarf mistletoe distribution within a population of /. oxycedrus, including infected 
and uninfected host individuals. A new null model of parasitic dispersion was built using two dispersal kernel forms that were simulated 
with lower and upper envelopes for second-order functions to summarize a point pattern, such as Ripley's K, nearest-neighbour distribu
tion and pair correlation functions. Nine dispersal scenarios were constructed with half-bandwidth kernels (10, 20, 30 m) and initial popu
lation of infected trees [P0 = 05, 10 and 20). These scenarios were compared with the observed pattern and evaluated using the goodness-
of-fit test. Significant differences at short distance [r < 10 m) were found between the observed pattern and simulated patterns, corre
sponding to the range of seed dispersal of the dwarf mistletoe. Interactions between infected and uninfected hosts patterns at all scales 
were identified, suggesting that A. oxycedri uses other mechanisms in addition to ballistic seed shooting as secondary dispersal agents to 
spread to distances greater than 20 m. Given that the seed characteristics facilitate dispersal by adhesion, we infer that spread between 
host individuals is amplified by seed transport by birds or small mammals. 

1 Introduction 

Many types of mistletoes are both mutualistic with animal vectors, and parasitic on host plants (Aukema 2003). However, 
the explosively dispersed dwarf mistletoes {Arceuthobium spp.) and wind-dispersed Misodendraceae have no mutualistic 
animal dispersers. Mistletoe fruits have adhesive seeds that stick by viscous excretions to a host branch. In plants, dispersal 
vectors can act at different scales and generate different dispersal kernels for a particular species (Nathan 2007). Mistletoe 
dispersal is generally localized around the host plant (Maloney and Rizzo 2002) and it is considered random (Overton 
1994). However, some studies suggest a non-random mistletoe distribution among host plants (Larson 1996; Wenny 
2001). Birds carrying seeds to already infected hosts may increase seed rain within the patches already infected, resulting 
in a preferential dispersal (Aukema and Martinez del Rio 2002). Mistletoe's dispersal form is a complex process that 
involves habitat factors as well as animal behaviour, and it is influenced by woodland fragmentation (Lavorel et al. 1999). 

Arceuthobium oxycedri DC. M. Bieb is the most widely distributed species of Arceuthobium, reported in 31 countries from 
Spain to western China (Ciesla et al. 2004). It parasitizes native and introduced species of Juniperus particularly Juniperus 
oxycedrus (L.) and Juniperus communis, and several other introduced species in the Cupressaceae family (Rios Insua 1987; 
Ciesla et al. 2004). Fruiting and seed dispersal occurs between October and November, with a maturity period of 
13 months (Catalan 1997). Dispersal is provided primarily by the ballistic mechanism of the plant itself (Catalan 1997), 
but birds may be indirect dispersal vectors if seeds adhere to the bird and are then transferred to other hosts (Zilka and 
Tinnin 1976; Ostry et al. 1983). Birds have been suggested as long-distance vectors of A oxycedri in France and Pakistan, 
because song thrush ingests fruits of mistletoe, but quantitative data are lacking (Hawksworth and Geils 1996). Arceutho
bium oxycedri impacts its host through reduction in seed production and wood quality, and by making hosts more suscepti
ble to fungal attack (Rios Insua 1987); however, the mistletoes can provide habitat and a food source for some species of 
birds, insects and small mammals (Maloney and Rizzo 2002). This species of mistletoe is also known for its medicinal 
properties (Akkol et al. 2010). 

Hypothetically, the mode of seed dispersal of A. oxycedri is autochory with epizoochory, that is characterized by self-dis
persal (physical and often explosive discharge of seeds from the fruit). The secondary transport or directed dispersal 
occurs when seed attached to the bird's body are transported (Watson and Rawsthorne 2013). Previous studies have iden
tified, in certain species of birds, that they carry Arceuthobium seeds attached to their feathers (Nicholls et al. 1984). 
Juniperus oxycedrus, the primary host, has fleshy fruits that attract frugivores, providing food for birds. This may facilitate 
long dispersal of mistletoes; however, evidences is rarely reported (Watson 2011). 

Using methods of spatial analysis, it is possible to describe variation in the spatial distribution and seed dispersal of 
some types of mistletoes and the scales at which these changes occur (Overton 1994; Aukema 2004). For example, Overton 
(1996) and Lavorel et al. (1999) developed spatially structured models of mistletoe distributions. Some bird-dispersed 



mistletoes (Amyema miquelii, Dicaeum hirundinaceum) were found to have a leptokurtic (short-distance seed dispersal from 
the parent plant) seed shadow based on dispersal probability to different distances from the host (Ward and Paton 2007). 
Spatial patterns of a parasitic root plant {Santalum lanceolatum) have been evaluated using Ripley's K function and O-ring 
statistics to determine dispersion patterns of the parasitic plant, and host-parasite spatial association was analysed by ran
dom labelling (Watson et al. 2007). Shaw et al. (2005) used second-order statistics to examine the spatial interactions 
between healthy trees and Arceuthobium tsug ense-infected trees and tested via Monte Carlo simulations to identify whether 
the infections are sources of spreading. Watson (2009) suggested that variation in host quality (access to water, nutrients 
and other resources that limit the host) influences the non-random dispersion of parasitic plants in many systems. 

The purpose of this study was to answer the question: Is the observed pattern of mistletoe infections compatible with a 
combined ballistic and bird seed dispersal? Therefore, we examined whether the dispersal of A. oxycedri reflects solely bal
listic dispersal mode, defined by a specific dispersion pattern, or whether it is related to 'epizoochory', as revealed by the 
observed spatial pattern of dispersal. For this, we generated dispersal patterns of mistletoe from a spatially explicit null 
model to simulate different spread scenarios and compare model results with the observed pattern. The work is a step in 
the construction of null models to test hypotheses of dispersal of parasitic plants. 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Study site and data collection 

Data were collected from two plots in the protected area of the 'Cuenca alta del Manzanares' located in the northwest of 
the Community of Madrid, Spain (Fig. la). Arceuthobium oxycedri was found parasitizing Juniperus oxycedrus in this area 
(Zavala and Zavala 1993). The first plot (hereafter 'Al') was a 24.98 ha, near the centre of the park, located at 1000 m.a.s.l., 
with high capacity for local agricultural production and poor natural condition (production farming activities are allowed 
in this area). Juniperus oxycedrus was strongly affected by the dwarf mistletoe in Al. Here, /. oxycedrus was the third most 
abundant tree species after Quercus ilex and Cistus ladanifer. We mapped 126 /. oxycedrus trees in this plot. 

The second plot AH' covered 26.05 ha of a 'farming area', located to the northeast of the park at an average altitude of 
1000 m. Juniperus oxycedrus was less affected in plot All where this species is the most dominant tree. We mapped 234 
trees in this plot. 

The boundaries of the two plots were mapped, along with the location of each individual host tree (Fig. lb, c). In each 
plot, we examined host trees and recorded the presence or/absence of mistletoe infection. Fifty-seven and forty infected 
trees were found in Al and All, respectively (Table 2). The coordinates for area boundaries and trees were obtained using 
the differential global positioning system and then converted to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) geographic coor
dinate system UTM - WGS84. 

2.2 Spatial analysis 

2.2.1 Univariate spatial point pattern analysis 

We describe the spatial arrangement of individuals and tested hypotheses about spatial pattern, with Ripley's function 
K{r), nearest-neighbour function G{r) and pair correlation function g{r). 

Ripley's K function (Ripley 1977) is a technique for assessing within-patterns point interactions at multiple scales 
through the analysis of a wide range of within-pattern point distances (Diggle 1983; Cressie 1991). The function has been 
used in various forest spatial pattern analyses (Stoyan and Penttinen 2000; Dale and Powell 2001). K{r) function is the 
expected number of points in a circle of radius r centred on an arbitrary point, divided by the intensity of the pattern 
(Watson et al. 2007). Ripley (1976) proposed an estimator of the if-function: 

klr)=H EE 
^(dtj 

m w" 
where r is the radius of a circle centred on a point in the pattern, n is the number of points in region A with area \A\, dy is 
the Euclidean distance between the /th and jth points, the weight wy corrects for edge effects and Id is a function that 
equals 1 if the distance dy < r, otherwise Id = 0. To remove scale dependence and stabilize variance, a square root transfor
mation can be used (Besag 1977): 

L(r) = 

where L{r) > 0 indicates a clumped pattern up to r and L{r) < 0 indicates over-dispersion or even distribution up to r. 
A problem with the if-function can be traced to the cumulative nature of the statistics; effects at short scales obscure the 

effects at broader scales (Getis and Franklin 1987; Wiegand and Moloney 2004; Loosmore and Ford 2006; Wiegnad and 
Moloney 2014). To overcome this limitation, the pair correlation function g{r), a non-cumulative function that uses only 
points separated at r distance from each other, provides a better pattern description across scales and identifies the precise 
scales where significant point-point interactions occur. The relationship between if-function and pair correlation function 
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of Arceuthobium oxycedri parasitizing Juniperus oxycedrus in two sampling areas, (a) Site in the Regional Park of 
Manzanares river upstream, Madrid-Espana. (b) Sampling area AI and (c) Sampling area All. 

can be expressed as dK{r)/dr = 2nrg{r) (Ripley 1977; Stoyan and Stoyan 1996). Both K{r) and g{r) are based on the distri
bution of distances of all pairs of points, and use the information on all interpoint distances (Ripley 1976, 1977; Diggle 
1983; Wiegand et al. 2007). 



Nearest-neighbour analyses provide a useful complement to the second-order statistics described above (Wiegnad and 
Moloney 2014). The distribution function of nearest-neighbour distances, denoted by G{r) (Diggle 2003), represents the 
cumulative distribution of the distances r to the nearest neighbour, measured from the typical point of the pattern (Dixon 
2002a; Illian et al. 2008). For a pattern with complete spatial randomness (CSR), its expectation is: 

G(r) = 1 - exp(-Xnr2) 

where X is the intensity of points. G{r) provides information on the local neighbourhood (Wiegand et al. 2013). This prop
erty is desirable for specific ecological questions such as the distribution of seedlings around parent trees (Getzin et al. 
2008). In a first exploratory analysis, we used the if-function to describe the spatial pattern of juniper trees in each site 
(i.e. we conducted a CSR test. Figure 3 next section), and we also conducted a test of random labelling of infected trees 
(Watson et al. 2007). We subsequently employed all the functions {K, g and G) to describe the spatial pattern of infected 
trees in both study sites and to assess the efficiency of different models in describing the observed patterns. 

2.2.2 Multivariate spatial point pattern analysis 

Bivariate statistics are used to analyse the spatial association of two objects. Here, we consider the multivariate point pat
tern that arises from the original univariate pattern of trees marked by two host states, infected and uninfected. The spatial 
dependence between types (e.g. between infected and uninfected hosts) in a multivariate point process is related to sec
ond-order properties of multivariate point pattern, which are estimated by 'cross-type' second-moment measures (Cressie 
1991). One of the most frequently employed is the 'cross-type' or multitype if-function (Hanisch and Stoyan 1979; Diggle 
2003). An extension of Ripley's estimator is given by (Dixon 2002b): 

Kv(r) = (1,-Mr1 Y, E W(ik,j,)I(d,kJI<r) 
k I 

where X( and Xj are, respectively, the intensity of patterns / and j , w(y) is the fraction of the circumference of a circle cen
tred at the fcth location of process / with radius d that lies inside the study area. For bivariate analyses, Ltj{r) indicates 
attraction, repulsion or independence of one pattern with respect to a second pattern (in this case, the distribution of 
infected hosts with respect to uninfected hosts). The dependence scale is determined as the distance at which the peak val
ues of all Lij(r) area are achieved (Liu et al. 2007). Here, we consider the multivariate point pattern marked by infected 
hosts, and we employ the multitype K to analyse the interaction between infected and uninfected trees. 

2.2.3 Null models and simulation 

To make inferences about mistletoe dispersal, a spatially explicit model (SEM) was defined, based on the following assump
tions: (1) all individuals of the host species had the necessary qualities to be infected; (2) the probability of being both 
infected and uninfected depends on the local densities of plants. Plants live in a two-dimensional space large enough for 
edge effects to be small. The landscape was assumed homogeneous, that is local host dispersal and interactions between 
individuals influence spatial structure of mistletoe. 

We assume that the distribution of A. oxycedri is the consequence of its dispersal mechanism. To approach this dispersal, 
we use the dispersal kernel defined as the probability density function of dispersal distances from individual plants (Rib-
bens et al. 1994). We consider two kernel functions: the bi-dimensional 2Dt (fat-tailed, Appendix SI) and the Gaussian 
(thin-tailed), proposed by Clark et al. (1999). The Gaussian kernel is a reasonable model for a restricted set of conditions, 
being most sensitive to seeds dispersed over short distances and less suitable to describe sporadic seed dispersed over 
long distances (Clark et al. 1999). The (reparametrized) formula for this function is: 

k(r) = (7ia2)_1exp( - - ^ ) , a > 0 

where a is the standard deviation of the isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel and r the dispersal distance. 
On the other hand, the 2Dt-function allows fitting short and long distance, associated with different dispersal mecha

nisms. The (reparametrized) formula becomes (Levin et al. 2003): 

ptr) = {a{l + br2)-c\ i f r<10 
\ o ifr > 1 0 

where a is a scale parameter, b is a shape parameter and r is the dispersal distance. The parameters a (in Gaussian kernel) 
and a (in 2Dt kernel) control the bandwidth or smoothing parameter. A detailed description of the two kernel functions 
proposed by Clark et al. (1999) is presented in Appendix SI. 

To simulate spatial patterns generated by dispersal limitation (dispersal described by Gaussian and 2Dt kernels), we 
started with a configuration of 5, 10 and 20 infected trees in each site. This configuration includes bandwidth values of 10, 
20 and 30 m for each initial population of infected trees. In our study, the Gaussian and 2Dt models were evaluated at 
short distance (acting as ballistic dispersion) and large distance (acting as ballistic + bird dispersion). As ballistic seed dis
persal of dwarf mistletoes reach a mean distance of 10 m (Turrill 1920; Maloney and Rizzo 2002), to model ballistic 



Table 1. Parameter values of the simulation models. 

Kernel names Parameter Tail fatness 

Gaussian a = 5, 10 and 15 m Thin-tailed 
2Dt a = 101, 20 and 30 m; b = 2 Fat-tailed 

'Common horizontal distances for ballistic seed dispersal of dwarf mistletoe. 

dispersal we assigned a probability of dispersal = 0 for distances larger than 10 m, forcing the null model to consider only 
a ballistic dispersal mechanism. Values for the parameters of models in the different scenarios are shown in Table 1. 

Once we had set the initial distribution of infected trees, we simulated successive dispersal steps. For each simulation, 
we first built a map of dispersal probability, based on the coordinates of the infected trees and the dispersal kernels. From 
this map of dispersal probability, we assigned to each healthy tree a probability of infection (p,). Finally, we assigned the 
status infected/healthy to each individual as a Bernoulli trial with p = p,. 

We repeated the same process (construction of new dispersal probability maps and assignment of new infected status), 
while the number of infected trees in the simulated pattern was smaller than the infected trees in the observed pattern. 

For each kernel (Gaussian and 2Dt), we evaluated nine scenarios, resulting from the combination of three different initial 
numbers of infected trees (5, 10 and 20 individuals) and three different bandwidths (a = 10, 20 and 30 m) for the 2Dt 
and the equivalent for the Gaussian kernel (i.e. a = 5, 10 and 15 m). The r distance interval was maintained from 0 to 
125 m. 

2.2.4 Evaluation of the simulated models 

To assess differences between the spatial structure of the observed infected trees and the predictions from each model, we 
computed Ripley's K function, pair correlation function g{r) and nearest-neighbour distance distribution function G{r) on 
the pattern of infected trees in each study site. We also computed simulation envelopes based on the simulated models. 
For each scenario (i.e. combination of initial number of infected trees and kernel bandwidth) and study site, we simulated 
199 patterns and also computed the functions K, g and G. From the set of 'simulated' functions we build for each function, 
the simulation envelopes which included the highest and lowest simulated values. Significant departures from the simu
lated model were identified at r distance, when the empirical function {K, G or g) was located outside of the simulation 
envelopes. Thus, if ballistic dispersal is prevalent, we would not expect significant differences at short scales r with Gaus
sian kernel and all values of scale parameter (sigma). In another way, if the mixture of ballistic and other forms of long
distance dispersal prevail, differences at medium and large scales r with 2Dt kernel would not be expected. 

We also computed the goodness-of-fit (GoF) test proposed by Loosmore and Ford (2006). Both the observed pattern and 
each of the patterns simulated by the null model were reduced to a single statistic (uj as a distance function, representing 
the total squared deviation between the observed pattern and theoretical results over the distance r. For our objectives of 
evaluating the fit of models to the observed data, the relevant tests are those showing non-significant values for the u 
statistic (i.e. absence of significant deviations from the expected values under the null model). 

All calculations were conducted using the program R (R Core Team 2013). Spatial analysis and model fitting were 
computed using the R packages 'Spatstat' (Baddeley and Turner 2005) and 'ecespa' (De la Cruz 2008). 

3 Results 

3.1 Spatial distribution of Arceuthobium oxycedri 

We classified Juniperus oxycedrus in three categories: dead, affected and unaffected. Affected host plants occurred unequally 
in the two sampling areas, 45.3% in AI and 17.1% in All. Unaffected hosts were 6.3 and 82.5% in AI and All, respectively 
(Table 2). We recorded a high mortality in AI (48.8%) and <1% in All. These differences were sig nificant (x2 = 218.6, df = 
2, p-value < 0.0001), revealing a different distribution of marks between the two sampling areas (Fig. 2). The underlying 

pattern intensity of infected hosts differed between the two areas: in AI, the average distance to the nearest neighbour was 
22.2 m, while in All, the distance was 37.1 m. In the case of uninfected hosts, these distances were 82.5 m in AI and 
14.6 m in All. 

Table 2. Observed frequency of host and parasite in the studied plots [Juniperus oxycedrus/'Arceuthobium oxycedri). 

Plot 

AI 
All 

Affected (A) 

57 (45.3%) 
40 (17.1%) 

Unaffected (N) 

8 (6.3%) 
193 (82.5%) 

Dead (M) 

61 (48.4%) 
1 (0.4%) 

Total (n) 

126 
234 
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Fig. 2. Numbers of Juniperus oxycedrus with Arceuthobium oxycedri infections, mortality due to mistletoe infection, or uninfected in to the 
two sampling areas. 

3.1.1 Univariate and multivariate spatial point pattern analysis 

The host distributions showed strong aggregation in AI at scales from 20 m to 130 m and aggregation at all distances in 
All, although slight clustering with random tendency at short distance (Fig. 3). The spatial pattern of infected trees was 
apparently random in both sampling sites (Fig. 4). 

The patterns of infected and uninfected trees were independent (Fig. 5) although a moderate attraction between infected 
and uninfected trees from 0 m to 80 m (i.e. in this scale, infected trees were surrounded by uninfected trees), and repul
sive tendency (i.e. more often infected trees were surrounded by infected trees) at large distances was evident in AI (Fig 5 
a). In All, dependence between infected and uninfected tree patterns was not evident, for all distances (Fig. 5b). 

3.2 Simulating dispersal scenarios 

As the scenarios for a = 5 m did not converge (i.e. were unable to simulate the spread of the infection from the initial pop
ulations), only six scenarios could be analysed for the Gaussian kernel. 

Among the six Gaussian models that converged in plot AI, most showed significant differences with the observed pat
terns (Fig. 6; Table 3a). However, the models that included large bandwidths (a = 15 m, i.e. h = 30 m) and medium and 
large original populations of infected trees (i.e. P0 = 10 and 20 individuals) were able to simulate the original patterns, that 
is there were no significant departures of the observed K, g and G functions from the simulation envelopes (Table 3a). 

In the case of the 2Dt models, the results depended mostly on the summary function. For example, none of the models 
appropriately described the observed pair correlation function g{r) (Table 4a). However, the if-function was within the 
envelopes for all models (i.e. all bandwidths) simulated with an original population of P0 = 10, and the nearest-neighbour 
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Fig. 3. Aggregation differences between host trees in both plots. The solid line represents the empirical values of L[r) and the dashed line 
represents homogeneous Poisson process. The grey region represents the 99% confidence envelops constructed with 99 Monte Carlo 
simulations K-functions of the Arceuthobium oxycedi hosts point patterns assuming homogeneous Poisson process (red dashed line), (a) 

Plot AI, (b) Plot All. 
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Fig. 4. Test of random labelling of the spatial pattern of infected host trees in plot AI (a) and plot All (b). The solid lines represent the 
empirical values of L[f], dotted red line represents the average values of L[f] and the grey region represents 99% confidence envelopes 

constructed from 199 relabellings of the infected marks on the whole population of trees in each area. 
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Fig. 5. Test of association between infected (a) and uninfected (U) Juniperus oxycedrus trees with random labelling. The solid lines 
represent the empirical values of LAU(r), dotted red line represents the average of random labelling simulations and the grey region 
represents 99% confidence envelopes constructed from 199 relabellings of the infected marks on the whole population of trees in each 

area [a) Plot AI, [b) Plot All. 
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Fig. 6. Envelopes for the K-function from the simulation of different dispersal patterns of Arceuthobium oxycedri. (a, b) Null models with 
Gaussian kernel for AI and All plots, respectively, (c, d) Null models with 2Dt kernel, with P0 = 10, a = 5 m (Gaussian) and a = 10 m 
(2Dt), for AI and All plots, respectively. The solid lines are empirical values of L[f], and the grey region represents 99% confidence 

envelopes with from 199 simulations of the null model. 



distances distribution G{r) was correctly described for all values of P0 (with some restrictions on the value of h in some 
cases) (Table 4a). 

In the plot All, only the Gaussian model (with P0 = 20) was able to describe the pattern of infected trees, and only for 
the if-function (Table 3b). On the contrary, none of the nine combinations of parameters for the 2Dt models was able to 
describe any of the summary functions employed (Table 4b). 

Table 3. GoF test for the null Gaussian models of the dispersal pattern of Arceuthobium oxycedri. Where K: Ripley's K function, G: distances 
to the nearest-neighbour distribution, g: pair correlation function, (a) Area I (b) Area II. P0: initial infected population, a: bandwidth. 
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Table 4. GoF test for the null 2Dt models of the dispersal pattern of Arceuthobium oxycedri. Where (a) Area I and (b) Area II. P0: initial 
infected population, a: bandwidth. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Mistletoe distribution 

Junipers (Juniperus oxycedrus) provide a suitable habitat for protection, nourishment and reproduction to its obligate para
sitic A. oxycedri (Sarangzai et al. 2010). In our study sites, the infection process varied across sites, although it was more 
localized in AI. Prevalence infection rates were 45 and 17%, in AI and All, respectively. In AI, Juniperus was not the domi
nant genus, but was dominant in All where there was no significant woody understory (Zavala and Zavala 1993). Host 
community composition can fundamentally influence the establishment and prevalence of infection (Holt et al. 2003), and 
different factors may influence mistletoe aggregation in opposing directions sometimes acting to reduce the overall levels 
of aggregation (Rist et al. 2011). In plots examined here, the average nearest-neighbour distance of trees infected was 
greater in All (37.1 m) than in AI (22.2 m). Density of the hosts could be a factor that explains the prevalence of infection, 
as a distinctive feature of dwarf mistletoes is seed dispersal over short distances (Robinson and Geils 2006). This effect, 
added to host availability, may lead to an aggregated distribution of mistletoes. The spatial pattern of hosts plays an impor
tant role in intensification events defining severity within the host tree (Shaw et al. 2005). This effect, combined with the 
different levels of disturbance in the two plots, explains in part the difference in spatial pattern of infected trees. Interac
tions of trees with different marks (affected hosts vs. unaffected hosts) occurred at all distances including short-range seed 
dispersal associated with the ballistic mode (<10 m). This analysis revealed a strong dependence between infected and 
uninfected host point patterns, indicating that uninfected trees tend to be co-located within 100 m of each other in plot AI 
(150 m in plot All) of an arbitrary affected host, indicating local infection and aggregated distribution of mistletoe. Spatial 
heterogeneity in host tree susceptibility may also underlie mistletoe distribution (Ward and Paton 2007); in the 
present work, the most infected and less vigorous hosts were observed in plot AI. 

4.2 Simulation models 

4.2.1 Mistletoe simulated patterns vs. observed pattern 

The density of infected trees was estimated using a nonparametric model based on kernel function, which is relevant to 
seed dispersal or epidemiological studies (Brown and Bolker 2004; Carlo and Morales 2008). The kernel estimator is argu
ably the most popular nonparametric estimator of density currently used (Marchette 2009). Although seed ballistic hori
zontal displacement of Arceuthobium spp. can be up to 16 m, a horizontal average distance of 10 m from the mother plant 
is more common (Hawksworth et al. 2002). In most scenarios, the observed spatial structure of Arceuthobium infections 
was different from each of the simulated models based exclusively on ballistic dispersal (Gaussian kernel, band
width = 5 m). This discrepancy suggests that other agents may influence dispersion of A. oxycedri, for example a combina
tions of ballistics and birds. The Gaussian model with 30 m bandwidth I explained the spatial pattern in plot AI, whereas 
20 m and smaller bandwidths could not. In plot All, only the Gaussian null model generated consistent simulations, for 
bandwidths from 10 to 30 m. This large bandwidth suggests that additional factors besides the ballistic dispersion influenc
ing mistletoe dispersal. On the other hand, although host tree aggregation at smaller spatial scales was more evident in All 
than in AI, the clustering of infected tress was not significantly different in both areas. This result suggests that patterns of 
infection in plot AI may have resulted from positive feedback in which high mistletoe prevalence leads to increased seed 
deposition in uninfected trees (Aukema 2004). Shaw et al. (2005) examined the spatial association between healthy and 
infected Arceuthobium tsugense trees, and identified a negative association whereby infected trees were aggregated and 
repelled from uninfected trees. In our case, slight repulsion between marks (infected/uninfected) was found in plot AI, 
occurring from 80 m; however in plot All, this association was neutral. 

According to the distribution function of nearest-neighbour distances, in 95% of cases, the nearest infected tree (to a 
given infected tree) was <50 m away in AI and 80 m away in All (Fig. 7). Pair correlation function showed high values at 
fines scales (i.e. distance next to zero), which was indicative of clustering (Stoyan and Stoyan 1996), suggesting that ballis
tic dispersal was the predominant dispersal vector of A. oxycedri and probably acts to intensify the infection within the 
host tree (Fig. 8). 

In plot All, significant differences between observed pattern of infected trees and simulated patterns were more consis
tent for all scenarios. It is important to consider that estimated values of the if-function, in contrast to the pair correlation 
function, complicate the interpretation when clustering is stronger at small scales (Wiegnad and Moloney 2014) as high 
density at small scales influences the values of the if-function at larger scales. This effect is called 'memory' of the if-func-
tion (Wiegand and Moloney 2004). However, spatial structural variability in both plots suggested that infection was pre
sent in plot AI before All. The higher proportions of trees affected and dead in AI in relation to plot All also support this 
conclusion. Clustering over 10 m indicated patchiness at a broad spatial scale, which can be attributed to the presence of 
additional factors for dispersal including birds, mammals and insects (Gajsek et al. 2013). The difference in aggregation 
between plots may have several causes, such as microhabitat suitability, habitat heterogeneity (including local distur
bances) and biotic interactions (Qeijeiro-Bolanos et al. 2014). 

Watson (2009) suggested that variation in host quality influences the non-random dispersion of parasitic plants in many 
systems. The environmental differences between AI and All could be affecting the vigour of/ oxycedrus individuals differ
ently and this could be reflected in a differential dispersal of A. oxycedri in each area. In plot AI, affected trees had 
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Fig. 7. Envelopes for the G-function from the simulation of different dispersal patterns of Arceuthobium oxycedri. (a, b) Null models with 
Gaussian kernel for AI and All plots, respectively, (c, d) null models with 2Dt kernel, with P0 = 10, a = 5 m (Gaussian) and a = 10 m 
(2Dt), for AI and All plots, respectively. The solid lines are empirical values of G[f], and the grey region represents 99% confidence 

envelopes with from 199 simulations of the null model. 
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Fig. 8. Envelopes for the pair correlation function (g) from the simulation of different dispersal patterns of Arceuthobium oxycedri. (a, b) 
null models with Gaussian kernel for AI and All plots, respectively, (c, d) null models with 2Dt kernel, with P0 = 10, a = 5 m (Gaussian) 
and a = 10 m (2Dt), for AI and All plots, respectively. The solid lines are empirical values of g[f], and the grey region represents 99% 

confidence envelopes with from 199 simulations of the null model. 

below-average vigour and were heavily infected, while in plot All, trees with average vigour were affected in a different 
way by the dwarf mistletoe (Zavala and Zavala 1993). 

Despite the ballistic dispersion form, the pattern of infected trees shows a larger range of distances to the nearest neigh
bour than expected, that is infected trees are more scattered than would be expected by only ballistic dispersion as mod
elled by the Gaussian null model, thereby suggesting the implication of another vector, such as birds dispersals (Sarangzai 
et al. 2010). Dwarf mistletoe recruitment may require restricted safe sites; therefore, specialized frugivores may be 



advantageous with respect to ballistic dispersal specially for colonizing new hosts. Recently, Mellado and Zamora (2014] 
have shown that as much as eleven bird species can disperse mistletoe seeds of the European mistletoe Viscum album 
subsp. austriacum. As birds behave similarly on parasitized and non-parasitized hosts, and birds exhibit extensive ranges, 
an ample assemblage of generalist birds ensures both reinfection within patches and the colonization of new patches. This 
suggests that while ballistic dispersal might be advantageous for local colonization of infected trees, bird dispersal - even 
with unspecialized dispersers - might enhance both local and external colonization. Nicholls et al. (1984) observed that 
migratory birds are more important in long-distance spread of dwarf mistletoes. 

Our sites reveal a variable fraction of host mortality, but Juniper mortality may result from a number of chained events, 
including predisposing, inciting and triggering factors (Manion 1981). Unravelling the role of dwarf mistletoes as a causal 
process or as a consequence of other phenomena (e.g. drought) is beyond the aim of this study. Yet spatially explicit dis
persal and distribution models can contribute to decision-making processes for forest managers. Management of dwarf 
mistletoes relies on scientific understanding of the ecology and epidemiology of these important pathogens in the context 
of on-the-ground forest conditions (Hawksworth and Wiens 1996). Further observational and experimental work is needed 
to clarify the mechanisms underlying the infection pattern seen. For example, current infection pat terns may reflect a 
legacy from previous demographic or human-induced processes, both in tree spatial distributions and within individual 
trees. Also host vulnerability may be conditioned by predisposing factors such as soil heterogeneity or microclimate, as 
well as genetic variability in the host, that combine to result in the observed pat terns of infection. Despite these variations, 
we suggest that spatial null models, in combination with empirical studies, have great potential to increase understanding 
of the mechanisms underlying dispersal of A. oxycedri. 
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